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Video Tutorials
The following video tutorials are designed to accompany this book. For certain areas of explanation a video is far more intuitive than 
the written word and can cover issues in minutes, that would take dozens of pages to replicate.

01  Introduction.

02  Creating The Project Folders.

03  Color Space Settings.

04  Sorting Images In Bridge.

05  Camera Raw Settings.

06  Raw Processing Pt 1.

07  Raw Processing Pt 2 - Basic Menu.

08  Raw Processing Pt 3 - Sharpening And Synchronisation.

09  Raw Processing Pt 4 - Presets.

10  Final Work In Photoshop - 1920X1080px Images.

11  Simple PTE Show Pt 1.

12  Simple PTE Show Pt 2.

13  Creating Full Size Images For PTE - Photoshop.

14  Zoom In Title Effects.

15  More Complex Animation Effects.

16  Creating The ‘.exe’ Show.

17 Adding Audio Pt 1.

18 Adding Audio Pt 2.

These video tutorials have been saved as ‘wmv’ files and are designed to be viewed on a computer using Windows Media Player or 
other suitable software.

They have been produced as a full high-defi-
nition 1920x1080px presentation, with audio 
commentary.

Probably the best way of accessing the files 
is through ‘Windows Explorer’ (NB: not Win-
dows Internet Explorer). Just select your DVD 
drive. Double-click the required tutorial and 
hopefully it should open up using a suitable 
program.

If this proves problematic then using Win-
dows Explorer, ‘Right Click’ one of the folders 
and select ‘open with’. Select ‘Windows Media 
Player’ and make that the default program. 
From now on, these file should open into Win-
dows Media Player.

Within Windows Media Player it’s a good idea 
to select ‘Full-screen’ mode for the optimum 
viewing experience.
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Introduction
These days, most photographers create their images with digi-
tal cameras. But unless we print them off, they are forever hid-
den from view on our memory cards or computer hard drive. So, 
what if we want to show our pictures to family & friends or even 
give a presentation at a camera club?

There are many ways to create a digital slideshow presentation 
that can be viewed on either a computer monitor, TV or digital 
projector. Note the term ‘Slideshow’ is merely a throwback to 
the time when we used film to capture images. A piece of trans-
parent film was housed in 2” x 2” plastic mount, then placed into 
a projector. The film’s image was then projected onto a screen. 
This 2” x 2” assembly was called a ‘Slide’.

As with anything we do on a computer, a piece of software is 
required in order to interpret our digital image files into some-
thing that can be rendered as an image on our screens. These 
programmes range in complexity and abilities from, (say) ‘Win-
dows Explorer - Slideshow’ (built into all recent editions of the 
Windows operating system) or ‘Photoshop Bridge - Slideshow’, 
through to sophisticated programmes like ‘ProShow Gold’ and 

‘Pictures ToExe’.

There is also a halfway-house programme that most people will 
already have on their computer; if they use Microsoft Office. As 
part of the ‘Office’ suite of programmes ‘PowerPoint’ is a very 
useful programme normally used to create a visual accompani-
ment in support of a verbal presentation. However, PowerPoint 
can also be used to create effective digital slideshows. I’ve used 
PowerPoint, to good effect, to create many digitally projected 
shows, for viewing at photographic clubs.

However, if you want to produce advanced motions, dissolves 
and added sound, then a program like Pictures ToExe is needed. 

It should be noted that video editing programmes like Adobe 
Premier Elements can also be used to produce sophisticated still-
picture sequences. However, they normally output to a video file 
and, as such, usually generate enormous file sizes compared to 
that of a dedicated still picture programme like Pictures ToExe.

Why Use Pictures ToExe (PTE)?
So what can Pictures ToExe do that a simple programme like 
Windows Explorer Slideshow or Photoshop Bridge Slideshow 
can’t? Here’s the main benefits as I see them:

• The main feature is in the title of the product: Pictures To 
‘exe’. By finally saving your show as an ‘exe’ (executable) file, 
all of the images, sounds and effects are embedded into one 
self contained file, that can be played back on any compat-
ible computer. The created file behaves like a programme, so 
it doesn’t need any preexisting software to be installed on 
the computer displaying the final presentation - unlike most 
other programmes.

• Automated, self running presentations can be constructed 
that don’t need any operator input for display.

• Simple or complex sequences of images can be arranged into 
a set order for sequential display.

• Sophisticated dissolves can be created between each image.
• Animation can be applied to images to create more visually 

appealing and interesting presentations.
• Videos can be added to the presentation if required.
• Sounds and music can be added to the presentation with 

advanced controls for blending tracks, adjusting lengths and 
volumes as required.

• Text and other graphics can be added.

• For the advanced user, very sophisticated animations and 
graphics can be added.

As with any photo project, maintaining image quality should be 
of primary concern at all stages of the process. With that in mind 
I shall be assuming that all of your pictures are taken using a raw 
file format. If you do still insist on taking your pictures as JPEGs 
then some of the stages I will cover will be different - though you 
can still use Adobe Camera Raw to good effect, even on JPEG 
files. So’ I’ll also show you how to process your JPEGs in Camera 
Raw, though most of the benefits of a raw file will be missing.

The Software Used
For this booklet I shall be using Pictures ToExe (PTE) version 7.5. 
Over the years PTE has undergone many revisions and the lay-
outs of many of the controls have changed. However, I believe 
most, if not all, of the controls I shall be using on are available 
back to version 5 - ish.

I’ll be using the additional following software:

• ‘Windows Explorer’ (Mac users have, I believe, a similar file 
management programme).

• ‘Adobe Bridge’ - Part of Photoshop CS6 (Any version back to 
CS3 should be OK).

• ‘Photoshop CS6’ (Any version back to CS3 should be OK). ‘Pho-
toshop Elements’ can be used, but many of the techniques, 
especially when it comes to raw processing, are very limited. 

• Music editing software: Sony ‘Sound Forge’ is an excellent  
programme. These days I use ‘Adobe Audition’ to carry out 
any music editing operations. ‘Audacity’ is a free-to-down-
load programme, that is reportedly very good. Note that 
dedicated music editing software is not covered in this book.

Streamlining Your Workflow
As with most things, there are many ways to get from A to B. 
Since I abhor wasting time, I don’t like to continuously carry out 
repetitive tasks. Repetitive tasks are prevalent in the making of 
shows of this type. So, for many of these stages, a little extra ef-
fort at the beginning can save a great deal of work later on. I’ll be 
running through my streamlining options as part of this process. 
Photoshop Elements is devoid of these streamlining operations.

You may have come up with even better methods, or ones more 
suited to your own work stream. If that’s the case then use them 
instead. The final output is the main aim - though the journey 
there should also be fulfilling.

Video Tutorials
A short book like this is only effective at explaining certain stages 
of this PTE workflow, so I’ve included some video tutorials that 
complement the topics covered.

On-line, there are available some excellent video tutorials cre-
ated by other authors. Ones I particular recommend are: 

• http://christinewiddall.co.uk/tutorials/pictures-to-exe-ba-
sics-part-1/ (also Pts 2 &3). Very simply PTE show generation 
explained.

• http://christinewiddall.co.uk/
• http://www.learnpte.com/learn/learn.html  - Lin Evans
• Beechbrook.com is a repository of many completed PTE 

shows that can be viewed to gain inspiration and witness 
PTE’s capabilities.

I hope you find this book of use. If you have any suggestions for 
how can be improved, please let me know as I am always eager 
to learn.
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Overview Of The Pictures ToExe Production Process (Video Tutorial 1)
During the production of a typical show, PTE saves the project in a special 

‘pte’ project file. When the project is completed you then have the choice 
of outputting the file in various ways. In the case of this demonstration it 
will be to an ‘exe’ (executable) file, which basically means the final file is a 
self-contained and self running file, that can be opened on any compatible 
computer. No specialist software is required on the destination machine. 
This is one of the main benefits of the PTE system.

Note that you need to create specific ‘exe’ file types for use on either Win-
dows or Mac-based machines. These options are simple to select, but only 
appear in the later versions of this software.

Sequence Of Project Building
The diagram at right illustrates the basic sequence of operations in prepar-
ing a typical show and the programmes best suited for each job. As with 
many projects of this type, a little effort at the beginning can save a great 
deal of effort later on. So it’s best to spend a little time thinking about your 
project before you leap in.

Creating dedicated folders to put your project and its content data in, can 
greatly simplify this process.

You also need to create a new PTE project and set it up based on the final 
known output requirements. This would normally include:

• The aspect ratio and pixel dimensions of the show, e.g. 16:9 at 
1920x1080px.

• Is it to be an automatic or manually advanced show.
• The default slide duration and any default transitions to be applied.
• The show’s length and its need to fit/synchronise with any music tracks. 

The length of a musical track, or tracks, could be the determining factor 
for the number of images used and their on-screen duration.

All of these settings can be changed at a later time, but issues such as as-
pect ratio and pixel dimension really need to be set in stone at the outset.

Image Requirements
PTE can include pictures of virtually any pixel dimensions e.g.: 300x400, 
1,024x768 or 8,000x6,000. However, when it comes to producing the fi-
nal output file, the ‘exe’ file, these original image dimensions can have a 
profound effect on the size of the final file. So where practicable, its best 
to size the images to the exact output dimensions - in my case, using Pho-
toshop. It is possible to size images in Adobe Camera Raw but I find this to 
be far less versatile than the sizing and cropping options available in Photo 
shop.

Note that images with too small a pixel dimension can look pixelated and 
of poor quality. This should be avoided.

For this demonstration I shall be creating a high-definition show of pixel 
dimensions 1920x1080, at an aspect ratio of 16:9 (HD TV aspect ratio). 
Therefore, any full-screen images that will be shown without zooming or 
panning effects will need to be sized to these exact dimensions in Pho-
toshop. The show is intended to be displayed using a full high definition 
projector capable of projecting at 1920x1080 pixels, or a full HD computer 
monitor.

You can of course include pictures that do not occupy the full screen and 
which have a different aspect ratio to the main project. These will include 
images have been taken in the upright or portrait format. These can all be 
displayed in PTE, it just means that they will be displayed against a back-
ground color which can be set in PTE (one of those initial settings we will 
be covering). Indeed multiple images can be displayed on the same slide.

Where panning or zooming effects are to be applied, I shall leave the im-
ages at either full size or reduced only sufficiently to ensure image quality 
is retained when these effects are applied. Cr
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Image File Formats
There are many file formats (different computer languages), that 
can be used to describe a digital photograph. These include: TIFF 
(Tagged Image File Format), PSD (Photoshop), JPEG (Joint Pho-
tographic Experts Group), png (Portable Network Graphics), etc. 
Certainly within the Windows environment, a file will be tagged 
(have a dot and a suffix of, say, ‘.jpg’), to indicate the language 
used for the image. It is really important to ensure that these file 
extensions do not get altered or corrupted, or programs will not 
be able to either open, or to correctly interpret the image data.

PTE will only accept the following image file formats: bmp (Bit-
map), gif, png and JPEG or jpg. For the most part, images should 
be saved as high quality JPEG files. The PNG format is another 
option especially if you want to include transparency within an 
image; something a JPEG file won’t allow.

Color Space
In digital photography all of the colors we can see are comprised 
of just three primary colors: Red, Green and Blue (RGB). The 
way these colors mix and the range of tones available are de-
scribed by what is called a ‘Color Space’. There are many color 
spaces available, however, PTE requires you to use just one; 
that is: ‘sRGB’. Pictures saved any other color space will not be 
rendered correctly by PTE. That is, their colors and contrast will 
look wrong. The color space is normally set in the raw converter 

- though you can do it in Photoshop.

Pixel Per Inch (ppi)
The pixels per-inch-setting (e.g. 72ppi or 300ppi), appears to 
have no affect when importing into PTE. It’s the pixel dimensions 
that’s important (e.g. 1920x1080). Set in Photoshop (Crop Tool).

Sound Requirements
Sound (e.g. music) is best saved as an MP3 file, though other file 
types are recognised by PTE. Separate sound editing software 
may be required for this purpose.

Overview Of Image Preparation Process
For this demonstration, I’ll be assuming that all the photographs 
have been taken in a raw file format. In my case that will the 
Canon raw file format (CR2). The actual type of raw file makes no 
odds to the actual workflow. Don’t forget that JPEG files can also 
be processed using the Adobe Raw Converter - which I’d highly 
recommend, if you insist on using that format.

For this demonstration I’ll be creating a PTE show of a series of 
images taken on Skomer Island. The preparation phase includes:

• Sorting the images to be used (Adobe Bridge).
• Processing the images - raw files (Adobe Camera Raw).
• Sizing them to the correct dimensions (Photoshop).
• Converting them to JPEG file format (Photoshop).
• Saving them in our prepared folders (Photoshop).

Remember that if you use the JPEG format to shoot your images, 
you need to ensure you are working on copies of these files - not 
the originals. Any changes you make will be permanently em-
bedded in the JPEG file and if you crop to such small dimensions 
as we’ll be doing (1920x1080px - basically creating a 2 Mega 
Pixel file or even smaller), then that image will become useless 
for any future printing or enlargement work.

Certainly with Photoshop, it’s impossible to permanently dam-
age or degrade a raw file image. Everything can be reset to its 
original, just-taken condition, at any future time. Raw files must 

be converted to, and saved as, JPEG files for inclusion in a PTE 
show (or PowerPoint) - as raw files are not supported by PTE. 
The only way you can deliberately harm a raw file is by deleting 
it, interrupting a processing operation (e.g. switching off power 
during an operation), or through a computer glitch. Always back-
up your images to at least one other secure location!!!!

Processing Steps: These are the steps I normally take when 
preparing images for inclusion in a PTE (or PowerPoint) show:

• Using Bridge: Locate each image in the computer and, in 
turn, or in batches, open them into ‘Adobe Camera Raw’ (Pho-
toshop’s raw converter).

• Using Adobe Camera Raw: Carry out most, if not all, 
global (and even local) adjustments to each image. These 
may include:
• Lens calibration and camera profile assignments.
• White balance correction.
• Exposure and tonal adjustments.
• Saturation and vibrance adjustments.
• Local adjustments if required.
• Pre-sharpening & noise reduction.
• Setting image parameters for sending to Photoshop 

(mainly ‘Color Space’ to ‘sRGB’ and ‘Bit Depth’ to ‘8 Bit’). 
Set ‘Resolution’ to ‘72ppi’ (this setting has no obvious 
effect for PTE but simplifies imports for a PowerPoint 
show or web destined images).

• Using Photoshop: Carry out the following:
• Any remaining localised edits.
• Crop to required pixel dimensions (if no zooming,  pan-

ning or rotation is going to be applied in PTE).
• Optional: Apply a white keyline border to each image. 

This is effective only if images are to be displayed at full 
projection size, with no panning or zooming applied in 
PTE. A white keyline helps visual separation of the image 
from the surrounding non-image projection screen. It is 
possible to apply a keyline to each image in PTE, but if a 
lot of images are involved, then the Photoshop’s ‘Actions’ 
route, speeds up this process.

• Final sharpening. This can usually be a standard setting 
based on the amount of pre-sharpening applied in the 
raw converter and on the final pixel dimensions of the 
cropped photo, in our case 1920x1080px. Caution: Do 
not over-sharpen!!

• Save as a JPEG file into the newly created PTE ‘Pictures’ 
project folder.

• Close the images.
It should be noted that for sequences of images like these, the 
need for obtaining absolute technical perfection is less of an is-
sue than if each were to be scrutinised, in say, a club competition. 
We need to strike a reasonable balance between time spent on 
each image and its duration on-screen. That said, technically 
flawed images should still be avoided.

Because a PTE show may contain dozens or even hundreds of 
images, an efficient image processing workflow becomes really 
important. For this reason I tend to use self-created ‘Preset’ de-
velopment settings in Camera Raw (for images requiring simi-
lar treatment) and ‘Actions’ in Photoshop, for carrying the same 
work on every image (e.g. adding a key line, final sharpening, 
saving and closing an image). I’ll use these techniques in the fol-
lowing described workflow.
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Getting Organized (Video Tutorial 2)
Creating A Dedicated Folder / Filing Structure
For the production of a typical show, PTE will need to create two 
separate files:

• The first - the file used for the show’s creation process, has 
a file extension of ‘pte’. In our case this will be ‘Skomer Island.
pte’. This will be stored in the sub-folder ‘Skomer Island’. 

• The second is for the final show. In our case this will be an 
‘exe’ (executable) file that can be run on any computer. e.g.: 
‘Skomer Island.exe’. This will also be stored in the sub-folder 
‘Skomer Island’. The two identical filenames won’t clash be-
cause they both have different (suffix) extensions. Other 
types of final file outputs are also possible, e.g.: to DVD, AVI, 
YouTube, Facebook, etc.

Unlike many programmes - that actually embed images and 
other brought-in data into the file being worked on - PTE only 
shows representations of this data during the development/cre-
ation process. It uses links to the origin data’s storage location 
to populate the project. This results in a surprisingly small file 
during this development phase, because the images themselves 
do not form part of the project file - they are just virtual repre-
sentations.

This linking process requires that all the source data remains in 
the same place on the computer system, during the construc-
tion of a project. If any of the source data is moved, renamed or 
deleted, PTE will not know where to find it and an error message 
will be displayed instead of the intended picture, video or music. 
Therefore it is important to store the content of a presentation 
in a logical, structured folder/filing system.

It is only when we go to make the final output file, in this case, 
an executable file (exe), that the various, individual photographs, 
music and other data, are permanently embedded within the 
single ‘exe’ file ready for presentation.

Ideally your computer should contain at least two hard drives, 
one for the operating system and programs and another for the 
data you produce (photographs, text, music, etc). This arrange-
ment can greatly speed up the operation of the computer and 
it can make backing up your work, to external storage media, a 
lot easier.

Don’t forget that all computer equipment will fail eventually. 
This is especially true of hard drives, where all of your precious 
photographs and other data is stored. You really need to devel-
op a robust backup regime. But that’s another story.

I find it best to create my own dedicated folders for my pictures 
and for other work stored on the computer’s hard drive; rather 
than just letting the computer save work to automatic, default 
locations. This involves creating folders at the root of a hard 
drive with subsequent sub-folders as required. ‘Windows Explor-
er’ is probably the best program to use for creating and manag-
ing folders and files.

For this example I’ve created a folder entitled ‘00 Pictures ToExe 
Shows’ at the root of hard drive ‘SSD (D)’ on my own computer. 
Yes I know, I have a lot of drives (and that’s without the external 
backups visible). Yours will probably have fewer - or maybe only 
one. But the principle of knowing where all your data is stored 
is very advantageous - rather than defaulting to some obscure 
location, buried deep within ‘C’ drive.

I then created sub-folders for my various PTE shows. The one 
for this book is called ‘Skomer Island’ (1). Folders for other shows 
can also be seen listed. I’ve included the ‘00’ prefix (00 Pictures-

ToExe Shows) purely so 
it appears at the top 
of the folder stack for 
this demonstration 
(though prefix num-
bering is a useful way 
of organising other 
folders as well).

Within that folder I 
created additional 
sub-folders for ‘Music’, 

‘Pictures 1920x1080px’ 
and ‘Pictures Full Size - 
For Animation’. These 
folders will eventually 
be populated with all 
the data needed for 
the PTE show.

Gathering The 
Needed Data
The next job is to 
gather the pictures, 
music and videos (if 
applicable), you wish 
to include.

Music: Based on the 
type of images and 
your musical prefer-
ences, select some 
music to be used for the presentation. The music should compli-
ment the images to be displayed and should be suitable for the 
intended audience. I’ve seen many presentations ruined by the 
inclusion of an appalling ‘noise-track’, only appreciated by the 
author of the presentation. Audiences soon lose interest when 
accosted by an inconsiderate soundtrack.

The duration of each track is also an important factor in the crea-
tion of a presentation. In many cases the soundtrack’s length 
could be the determining factor in the length of the actual pres-
entation; indeed the soundtrack is often the first thing added to 
the project.

PTE does allow you to shorten and to fade-in and fade-out a 
soundtrack. It even allows you to  adjust the volume through-
out the track. Multiple tracks can also be seamlessly blended 
together.

Music, sounds and voice-overs can be applied to individual 
slides as required.

You may need to capture music off a record, CD or tape. For this 
type of work, you’ll need a dedicated sound editing programme. 
I use Sony’s ‘Sound Forge’ and Adobe’s ‘Auditon’ programmes. 
Your music should ideally be saved in the MP3 format, and saved 
in the music folder created for the project.

Videos: videos can be inserted and treated much the same as 
still pictures. However, I shall not be using videos in this project.

Still Images: As you’ve probably guessed, these are (or should 
be), the main part of the show and it’s usually the bit that takes 
the most preparation. As such this is the part that I will devote 
most of the book on.  

1
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Photoshop is heavily customisable; that is, you can change the 
way it looks and operates, as you wish. Many of these options 
can be found in the ‘Edit’, ‘Preferences’ menu.

Another really important, but often overlooked, set of prefer-
ences is to do with the color settings. Again this can be found in 
the ‘Edit’ menu under ‘Color Settings’.

I’ve already touched on the fact that PTE requires images to be 
assigned the ‘sRGB’ color space. So what is a color space?

Color Spaces
All the colors we can see, can be created through the addition or 
subtraction, of just three primary colors: Red, Green and Blue. 
We’re talking about light here (an additive color environment), 
not the colors used for printing or painting which use a subtrac-
tive color environment (CMYK). The visible colors are depicted 
by the oval shape in the picture below (2).

However, computer equipment such as monitors, projectors  
and even the programs themselves, require interpretive coding 
in order for the computer to render colors of images, and other 
objects, in a way that looks natural to the human eye. Years ago 
the ‘sRGB’ color space was created in order to accommodate 
RGB color within the constraints of the technology available at 
the time. As you can see from the diagram, the sRGB color space 
can only accommodate a small proportion of the colors and 
tones perceptible to the average human eye (3).

As technology evolved, additional color spaces were made avail-
able. The ‘Adobe 1998 RGB’ color space (4) was introduced to ac-
commodate the larger proportion of visible colors that newer 
technology was able to handle. This is still a very popular, color 
space, often used for printing.

The ‘ProPhoto RGB’ (the largest commonly available) (5), accom-
modates an even larger proportion of the visible spectrum - al-
most the whole area. This is now recognised as the best color 
space to use for the discerning photographer.

So all photographs need to be processed in one or other of these 
color spaces. The color space used, is then embedded, as an in-

struction, in the file header, so a program such as Photoshop 
knows how to render the image correctly.

For many photographers, in the past, this has happened auto-
matically in the background of the programs being used. Indeed, 
until recently, most programs used the sRGB color space by de-
fault, with no options to work in any other.

Even with the latest versions of Photoshop, if you haven’t made 
any adjustments to the program’s color settings, you’ll find that 
you’ve been working in the sRGB color space all along - even 
when working through Camera Raw. For most types of photog-
raphy work, this is not ideal, but for PTE it is essential. If you 
have altered any of Photoshop’s color settings, then you need 
to ensure that the final output of your images, intended for PTE, 
are in the sRGB color space.

As I already mentioned, in this demonstration I shall be using 
raw files, which means all the images will be processed through 
Adobe Camera Raw. It is in this program that the color space for 
each image can be set and I’ll be covering that shortly.

However, Photoshop needs to be set up in a way that doesn’t al-
ter the color rendering or settings of the incoming pictures. That 
is what I’ll discuss now.

Photoshop’s Color Settings
Important. With no images open (or the settings will only apply 
to the open image), select ‘Edit’, ‘Color Settings’.

These are my settings for general photography work.

The important settings, in the context of our PTE show, are the 
color management policies (6). By selecting ‘Preserve Embedded 
Profiles’ this will force Photoshop into honouring any profiles at-
tached to an incoming file. Within ‘Adobe Camera Raw’ we will be 
selecting the ‘sRGB’ color space as part of our ‘Workflow Options’. 
With ‘Preserve Embedded Profiles’ set, the ‘Working Spaces’ color 
settings (7) will be overridden. Which is exactly what we want.

The boxes for profile mismatches should be set as illustrated (8), 
to prevent constant reminders that our incoming images have a 
different color space to our working default. You should always 
be aware of any images missing an assigned color space.

Color Spaces & Settings Within Photoshop (Video Tutorial 3)
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Generally, whenever I go on a photo shoot, or otherwise down-
load my camera(s), I create a new folder for containing those im-
ages. I also break down my folder structure into the year taken 
and the type of camera used, followed by the folder name for 
that particular shoot (1).

I normally identify my folders using a numerical suffix (e.g. 001) 
plus the date, followed by a descriptive name. The numerical suf-
fix ensures that all the folders are displayed in the correct visible 
& chronological order, in whichever program they’re viewed in.

You may have your own preferences for the way your file struc-
ture is arranged. Whatever way you choose, a logical filing struc-
ture can greatly assist in the way you work.

This illustration shows ‘Adobe Bridge’ in my preferred layout. All 
of the panels can be moved and sized as required, but the basic 
layout is determined by the option at (2); in this case, ‘Essentials’. 

The folder structure can be viewed by ensuring ‘Folders’ is se-
lected (3). In this example you can see my hierarchy of ‘Drives’,  

‘Folders’ and ‘Sub-folders’.

By selecting an image (4) an enlarged view can be seen at (5).

The ‘Metadata’ for that image can be viewed at (6). Options for 
what data is displayed can be selected at (7).

The basic settings for the selected image can be viewed at the 
top of the ‘Metadata’ stack. Also note where it says ‘Untagged’, 
(8). This is referring to the image’s assigned ‘Color Space’. Because 
this is a raw file, there is no assigned color space. This will be 
applied to a copy of the image, on sending to Photoshop, from 
the raw converter. However, if the image was a JPEG or TIFF file, 
then this entry would indicate the assigned color space: sRGB, 
Adobe 1998 or ProPhoto RGB. This is a very handy way of check-
ing all of your images are correctly color space assigned.

At the bottom left of the image under ‘Filter’, you can see ‘Labels’ 
(9) and ‘Ratings’ (10). You can also see the number of pictures in 
that folder that have been assigned a color label or star rating.

Bridge allows you to assign star ‘Ratings’ from 1 to 5 stars and/or 
4 different color ‘Labels’. This is a great way of sorting your im-
ages into keepers, ones for deletion, for printing or for inclusion 
in a PTE show, etc.

To assign a star rating or a color label, just select an image, press 
‘Ctrl’ plus a number on the keyboards numerical pad (you may 
need to select the ‘Number Lock’ key to get this function to work): 

• 1 *
• 2 **
• 3 ***
• 4 ****
• 5 *****

• 6 Red
• 7 Yellow
• 8 Green
• 9 Blue
Another great way of sorting your images and for applying labels 
and ratings is by using Bridge’s ‘Slideshow’ mode (Ctrl L). Using 
the left and right arrow keys, you can move through your images, 
one by one, at full screen size. You can also assign star ratings 
and labels by tapping the appropriate number on the keyboard’s 
numerical keypad (no need for ‘Ctrl’ this time).

By highlighting a ‘Label’ or ‘Rating’ at (9) and (10) you can get 
Bridge to display only those images with your chosen applied 
ratings. This is a great way of viewing just the chosen for inclu-
sion in your PTE show - ready for processing through Camera 
Raw and Photoshop.

Sorting Your Images For Processing In Bridge (Video Tutorial 4)
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We are now at the stage where we’ve sorted and labelled the 
raw images we wish to use in the PTE project. And as you’ve 
seen, in my case, these images are scattered throughout suitably 
labelled folders on my hard drive. The next stage is to process 
these images through ‘Adobe Camera Raw’, prior to sending to 

‘Photoshop’ for the final tweaks, cropping and saving to the JPEG 
file format, that we can then import into PTE.

In ‘Bridge’ select a raw file. Any will do because we will not be 
editing the image at this time. Press ‘Ctrl + R’. This will open the 
image into ‘Adobe Camera Raw’. By pressing ‘Ctrl + R’ ‘Camera Raw’ 
is hosted by ‘Bridge’. Alternatively you could just double click the 
image and ‘Camera Raw’ will open, hosted by ‘Photoshop’. The 
benefits of opening Camera Raw via Bridge is that Bridge can be 
made to work on a long task without tying up the resources of 
Photoshop - which would otherwise occur.

Camera Raw has its own set of ‘Preferences’ and ‘Workflow Op-
tions’ for the user to select. Some of these are really important 
when preparing our PTE project images.

Preferences: At (11) the ‘Camera Raw Preferences’ dialogue box. 
The important settings for this PTE project are:

• ‘Apply Sharpening To’: ‘All Images’ (12). This will ensure that 
any pre-sharpening we set in the raw converter is applied 
to the image on sending to Photoshop, otherwise it will be 
discarded.

• ‘JPEG and TIFF Handling’: Since Photoshop CS4 Adobe Camera 
Raw has been able to process JPEG and TIFF files in addition to 
the usual raw files. This may seem counter-intuitive; after all, 
why use a raw converter to process already processed image 

(all JPEGs are processed in-camera)? But if you do insist on 
taking your images as JPEGs, then Camera Raw is a very ef-
fective program for further processing these images - though 
you’ll still be hampered by the limitations of that file format.  
And the really cool thing about this way of processing is that 
all of these adjustments are applied as virtual instructions to 
the file and are totally editable and undoable - just as with 
a raw file. To activate this processing option, you need to 
select ‘Automatically open all supported JPEG’s’ (or TIFFs) (13).

Workflow options: These workflow options are extremely 
important (14), as they determine certain properties of the im-
age when it’s sent to Photoshop. The settings required for im-
ages destined for a PTE project are illustrated at (15):

• Color Space:  For a PTE project the only color space to use 
is ‘sRGB’. For all other types of photographic work I would 
normally set this to ProPhoto RGB.

• Bit Depth: 8 Bits/Channel. An image must be in ‘8 Bits’ per 
channel in order to save it as a JPEG file - which will be car-
ried out in Photoshop. Note. For all other types of quality 
photographic work, this should be set to 16 bit. Note 2. This 
is one the main limiting factors of Photoshop Elements. It is 
only capable of working in 8 bits per channel.

• Resolution in pixels per inch: Normally set to ‘72’, though for 
a PTE project this has no effect. If you’re producing a Power-
Point show, the 72 setting can help in sizing the image.

• Having made these settings, select ‘Done’ (16) and they will 
remain set that way until you change them - which you’ll 
need to do if you start to prepare images for print.

Preparing Camera Raw For Processing (Video Tutorial 5)
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Processing Images In Adobe Camera Raw (Video Tutorials 6-9)
Using Bridge, find your individual images, or batches of images, 
and open them into Adobe Camera Raw. I find it useful to open  
batches of similar images, all at the same time (up to about 10 
max - unless your computer has plenty of performance & RAM 
and can handle more images). That way, one representative im-
age can be worked on and then its processing settings can be 
synchronised and applied to all other selected images - stream-
lining the whole process.

For the settings and tools I used to process the illustrated images, 
please refer to the video tutorial. I haven’t included this process 
in the book as it would consume too much space, and detailed 
raw processing isn’t the main focus here.

Synchronizing Processing Settings: For these 3 boat inte-
rior images (1), the required settings were virtually identical (2). 

I made processing adjustments to the image displayed in the 
main window (3) then clicked the ‘Select All’, ‘Synchronize’ but-
tons (4). All three of the images become highlighted - indicating that 
whatever happens next, will be applied to all of them.

Note that the image we originally worked on (or rather, the last sin-
gle image we had selected), is classed as the ‘Most Selected’ and it 
is that image’s settings that will be synchronised with the remain-
ing images. You may have chosen another image to make the initial 
adjustments to. In which case that would be classed as the ‘Most 
Selected’ and the synchronisation parameters would be taken from 
that image instead.

In the Synchronize dialogue box (5) select synchronize ‘Everything’. 
Press ‘OK’ (6) to apply these settings to all other opened images.

This synchronisation ability greatly increases processing speed. 
Further minor adjustments can then be made to individual im-
ages if needed.
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Presets: You can also save the settings as a ‘Preset’. Select the 
Preset tab (7) and select the ‘New Preset’ button in the lower right 
corner. The dialogue box (8) will appear. Choose ‘All Settings’ or 
select whichever settings you wish to be applied. Give the pre-
set a useful, descriptive name and select ‘OK’. This preset will 
now be available to apply to any further images imported into 
Camera Raw. Other presets can be created based on the specific 
enhancements needed for other types of photographs.

I’ve created one Preset which I call ‘Basic Enhancements’ which 
I apply to every raw image imported into my computer. This 
Preset includes minor tonal, sharpening and noise adjustments; 
similar to what would be applied by the JPEG process in your 
camera. But these are base settings, from which more targeted 
adjustments can be made.

Workflow Options (Camera Raw): Ensure the ‘Workflow 
Options’ (9) are set to (10):

• Space: ‘sRGB’.
• Depth: ‘8 Bits/Channel’.
• Resolution: ‘72 pixels/inch’.

These are the photographic specifications required for PTE when 
the are converted to JPEGs in Photoshop.

Open The Image Into Photoshop: Select ‘Open Image’ (11). 
The raw files will be opened into Photoshop ready for editing. 
They will be opened as 8 bit per channel images, with an sRGB 
colour space - ready for the final few edits to be carried out.

Applying Presets To Images Within Bridge:  You can also 
apply any of your saved Presets to images displayed in Bridge, 
by ‘right clicking’ an image, selecting ‘Development Settings’ then 
selecting the required preset (12). Indeed, whole batches of im-
ages can have presets applied using this technique. 
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Processing (Exact Size 1920x1080px) Images In Photoshop (Video Tutorial 10)
Having carried out all of the tonal and color adjustments to our 
raw (or JPEG) images in Adobe Camera Raw, there are only a few 
processes left to carry out in Photoshop; those being:

• Any final, local adjustments such as blemish removal.
• Cropping to the required size, in our case 1920 x 1080 pixels.
• Final sharpening.
• Applying a border if required.
• Saving the JPEG file to the required folder.
• Closing the image.

The last four processes in the above list will be standard to every 
image in this project. So, on the first image, I shall create an ‘Ac-
tion’ that can be applied to all subsequent images which will then 
allow me to carry out these final processes at the press of a but-
ton.

Sizing And Cropping: In the case of our ex-
ample image there are no local adjustments 
needed, so we can move straight on to carrying 
out the sizing and cropping - using the crop tool.

In the options bar, type in: ‘1920 px’ x ‘1080 px’ (Pixels) (1). This is 
the exact size of the slides for our show, so the idea is that this, 
and the next series of images, will be shown full size without any 
panning, zooming or rotational effects been applied in PTE.

Draw the area required for the crop and note that the aspect 
ratio remains fixed (16:9) - due to the constraints we’ve placed 
in the dimensional boxes above. Select ‘Commit current crop op-
eration’ (2). The area defined by the cropped tool will be sized 
to exactly 1920 x 1080 pixels. Save these settings as a Crop Tool 
‘Preset’, so you don’t have to continually type in these pixel di-
mensions for each image.

Recording An Action For The Final Four 
Stages Of This Process
On the basis that I’ll be processing quite a few 1920 x 1080 pixel 
sized images for the PTE project, I don’t want to be carrying out 
repetitive tasks on everyone of them.

When sizing/cropping an image, we have to define exactly which 
part the image we wish to keep/discard. So this must be carried 
out as a unique task to each image. But the:

• Final sharpening,
• Applying a border,
• Saving the image as a JPEG file into our project folder, and
• Closing the image,

will be identical processes for all subsequent images. Therefore 
during the processing of this first image I shall record all of these 
activities as an ‘Action’. I will then be able to play back this Action 
on subsequent images brought into Photoshop. All with a single 
mouse click.

Another, slightly different action, will be required for the images 
that I’ll be processing at their full size. These are the images that 
will be subject to panning, zooming and rotations affects in PTE. 
So the ‘cropping’ and ‘applying a border’ processes will not be 
required. Also, because the images will be retained at full size, 
a slightly more pronounced sharpening affect will be needed 
(more pixels - generally need more sharpening for the same vis-
ible effect).

Creating & Starting The Recording Action:  Ensure your 
‘Actions’ palette is displayed (3). This can be found under ‘Win-

dow’, ‘Actions’. There should be some default actions already 
listed. I created my own ‘Steve’s Actions’ ‘Set’ to put all my own 
actions in (4). You can see some I’ve already created. 

You can create your own ‘Set’ by selecting the ‘Create new set’ 
icon (5). Give this set a useful descriptive name. Make sure this 
set is highlighted when you create your subsequent actions. Your 
actions will then become subfolders within this set.

Select the ‘Create new action’ icon (6). The dialogue box (7) will 
open. Give your action a descriptive name (in this case ‘Skomer 
1920x1080px’), then press the ‘Record’ button (8). Your new ac-
tion will appear at the bottom of your ‘Set’ list and the ‘Red 
Record Button’ will indicate as being active (9). Everything you 

now do will be recorded - until 
you press the ‘Stop’ button (10). 
So don’t go doing stuff willy-nilly 
(it’s often best to rehearse what 
you’re going to do, before you 
start the action).

Final Sharpening Of The Im-
age:
With the ‘Action’ recording we 
can now apply final sharpening to 
our 1920 x 1080 pixel image.

Select ‘Filter’, ‘Smart Sharpen’. the 
dialogue box (11) will open. Adjust 
the settings to something similar 
to that illustrated. Do not over-
sharpen as this can result in ugly 
artefacts being generated. Don’t 
forget, we’ve already applied pre-
sharpening in Camera Raw; so the 
final sharpening should only be a 
judicious tweak.

1 2
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Applying A Border To The Image:  A thin, white keyline bor-
der can help differentiate the image from the surrounding black 
screen, enhancing its appearance and stopping dark areas from 
bleeding out of the image. This effect would be pointless on an 

image we intend to apply zooming, panning or rotational effects 
in PTE.

Select the ‘Rectangular Marquee Tool’ and draw a se-
lection around the entire image. Marching ants will 
define where we will place our stroke (line).

Select ‘Edit’, 
‘Stroke’ (12). 

Define a ‘White’, 
‘2 px’ line width, 
located on the 
‘Inside’. 

Select ‘OK’.

Press ‘Ctrl + D’ to 
deselect the  se-
lection & march-
ing ants.

Saving The Image: it’s now time to save the image in the 
project folder.  Select ‘File’, ‘Save As’ and locate your folder that 
the image is to be saved in (in my case, the one for the Skomer 
1920x1080 pixel images). Leave the image’s name as-is and en-
sure the ‘JPEG’ file format is selected. Select ‘Save’. Ensure you 
select high-quality setting for the JPEG file.

Close The Image: Close the image (not Photoshop).

Stop The Action Recording: Select the ‘Stop’ (10) button  in 
the actions panel. 

 You should end up with an action sequence as illustrated below.

Playing The Action On Other Images:  Now, whenever you 
bring an image or batch of images into Photoshop you can carry 
out any final edits, crop the image to size (1920x1080px) and 
then play (13) the Skomer 1920x1080 px’ action on those images.

The ‘Smart Sharpen’, ‘Rectangular Marquee Selection’, ‘Stroke’, 
‘Save’ and ‘Close’ will all be carried out at the click of the play 
command. Each image will then populate the assigned folder, 
ready to be brought into PTE.
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Creating A Simple, HD (1920x1080px) PTE Show (Video Tutorial 11 &12)
Having processed our images and saved them to our Skomer PTE 
project folder; we’re now in a position to create a simple PTE 
show.

If you wish to include a background music track (in the MP3 for-
mat) then save that to a suitably named folder, within the main 
PTE folder. For this demonstration I’ve chosen a familiar, short 
piece of music called ‘Albatross’. The slideshow will be sized to 
the duration of this piece of music.

Because all of these images have been created to the exact PTE 
slide size (1920x1080 pixels); then panning, zooming and rota-
tional effects will not be possible without seriously degrading 
final image. So these types of effects will not be included in this 
simple slide show.

In a book of this nature I can’t possibly cover all aspects of the use 
of PTE. For a more in-depth understanding you should download 
the PTE (PDF) user guide, from their website. Although the guide 
is left wanting in some areas of Russian-to-English translation, 
it does provide a useful reference for the operation of the pro-
gram. I shall focus purely on the processes needed to produce a 
simple PTE show. This is definitely an area where a video tutorial 
has its benefits over the printed page.

As with many programs there are different ways to carry out the 
same task. I shall be using the ones I prefer. There may be other 
ways of working which are better suited to you.

The PTE Interface
On opening up PTE, this is the interface you will be presented 
with (Bottom Image):

• Main Menu (1).
• Top Toolbar (2).
• File Tree (3).
• File List (4).
• Mini Player (5).
• Time Line Cursor (6).
• Time Line (7).
• Slide List (currently in time-line mode) (8).
• Audio Track(s) (9).
• Bottom Toolbar (10).
• Switch Between Slide List And Time-Line (11).
• Status Bar (12).

Please take time to read through the official user guide for all of 
the menus and tools available.
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Creating A New Project
The first thing to do is to create a new project. Select ‘File’, ‘New 
Project’. Select the intended aspect ratio and type in your project 
name; in my case ‘Skomer Island - Simple Show’.

You now need to save this project preferably to the folder you 
created for the project. 

Select ‘File’, ‘Save As’ and locate the folder into which the project 
is to be saved. The file name should already have been inserted, 
based on the name created when we started the new project. 
Select ‘Save’ and your project will be saved with a ‘.pte’ extension 
to the file name.

Preferences
Familiarise yourself with the content of  ‘Preferences’. These can 
be found under: ‘Settings’, ‘Preferences’. These affect the way the 
whole slideshow will function. Most of these settings are fairly 
intuitive.

Project Options
The ‘Project Options’ (10) also affect the way the entire slideshow 
will operate. Run through these options and set them as you 
wish, prior to populating the project. 

Under ‘Main’ ensure the ‘Aspect Ratio’ remains a ‘16:9’. You can 
set the default ‘Slide Duration’ to however long you want - usually 
between about four and seven seconds.

Under ‘Screen’  ensure the size of the slide remains at ‘1920x1080’ 
pixels.

Adjust other settings within this these dialogue boxes, as you 
wish.

Inserting The Background Music Track
In many instances it is the music that defines the show’s length. 
So, in this instance, I’m going to insert it first.

In the file tree (3), navigate to the folder containing your music. 
Drag the music file into the soundtrack timeline. You can posi-
tion the start, as you wish, by dragging within the timeline. In 
this instance I want it to start at the beginning of the show.

By selecting the music in the ‘File List’ (4), you can play it in the 
‘Mini Player’ (5).

By ‘Right Clicking’ on the music track in the time-line, you can se-
lect ’Customising Audio Clip’. This takes you 
to the ‘Project Options’ dialogue box which 
contains this icon. By selecting this you can 
adjust the music track parameters (start, stop, duration, volume, 
fading in and fade out, and adjust the volume control at seg-
ments, throughout the entire musical track).

You can insert additional tracks on the same timeline and get 
them to ‘Cross- fade’ between each other, so there is no gap in 
the music.

You can also add additional musical tracks so that two or more 
soundtracks can be playing at the same time (for sound effects 
etc). 

Sounds can also be attached to individual images.

Inserting The Pictures
You insert the pictures in the same way as inserting music, only 
this time you drag the images from the ‘File List’ (4) into the ‘Slide 
List’ (8). Images can also be inserted by double-clicking them in 
the ‘File List’. Note that when adding pictures to the project it’s 
best to have a Time-line selected to ‘Slides’ (11).

Add as many pictures you need for the sequence. You can rear-
range them by dragging them along the timeline.

You can change the duration of each slide by dragging their edg-
es in the time-line or by using the ‘Customise Slide’ menu (10). The 
duration of the inter-slide dissolve and the type of dissolve can 
also be changed.

The menu at (13) allows you to fit the slides to the music. Quite 
a handy option.

Right clicking within the time-line brings up lots of other op-
tions including inserting ‘Blank Slides’ as required. Just make sure 
that the time-line cursor is in the right position when you make 
your operation choices. Again when rearranging or inserting pic-
tures into the time-line, it’s best to have the time-line selected 
to ‘Slides’ (11), otherwise changes in duration of other slides can 
occur.

Objects And Animation
The ‘Objects And Animations’ (10) tab gives you access to the most 
powerful features of the program. This opens your selected im-
age into the ‘Objects And Animations Window’. in this window you 
can:

• Zoom, pan and rotate images.
• Add graphics, videos, sounds and other images.
• Add text.
• Add frames & masks.

And all of these possibilities can be programmed to perform 
along the time-line, through the use of ‘Key Frames’. Very elabo-
rate animation effects can be achieved using these tools.

Adding A Title:  Select your first slide; then using the ‘Objects 
and Animations’ window, select the text tool and enter a title. This 
text object can now be sized and move around the slide wher-
ever you want. The font type and color can be changed along 
with other effects.

Saving The Project As An Executable File
Select ‘Publish’, ‘Executable File For PC’. Select where you wish the 
file to be stored, enter its name and select ‘Save’. Note that there 
are two different options for saving to either a PC or Mac de-
pending on the file’s destination.

Video Tutorials
All of this is demonstrated in greater depth in the accompanying 
video tutorials.

Creating A Simple, HD (1920x1080px) PTE Show (Video Tutorial 11 &12)
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Creating A More Complex PTE Show - Photoshop Work (Video Tutorial 13)
Of course, one of the main reasons for using a piece of software 
like PTE is that we can create pleasing animation effects within 
the slideshow. So that’s what I’ll be covering now.

Whenever we create a pan, rotate or zoom effect, we need to 
ensure that the source image contains enough pixel data to al-
low these effects - without compromising image quality in the 
PTE show.

For instance, if our source image has a pixel dimension of 4,000px 
(wide) x 3,000px (High); we could zoom in to approximately dou-
ble the magnification, before hitting the effective zoom limit, 
as our PTE slide show has an output dimension of only 1,920px 
wide:  1,920px goes into 4,000px approx twice. Any further mag-
nification and PTE would have to create pixels through a process 
of interpolation. Which severely reduces image quality.

So, with the intended PTE effects in mind, images need to be 
sized appropriately - or left at their full size. Note that the larger 
the initial image sizes used, the larger the resulting ‘exe’ file will 
be, even thought the show only outputs at 1920x1080px.

Preparing The Images
For these images, all of the processes carried out in Adobe Cam-
era Raw are the same as what we did for the previous (exact 
size) set of images. It’s only the final stages in Photoshop that 
will differ.

Prepare an image through Adobe Camera Raw and open into 
Photoshop. Again, virtually all of this work will be a repetitive 
series of processes, which can be recorded as an ‘Action’, e.g.:

• Carry out any final localised edits (e.g. blemish removal).
• Final sharpen.
• Save to the required folder.
• Close the image.

For this image, no other processing work is required so I’m going 
to run straight into the ‘Action’ recording for the final processing.

Note - Checking Image Dimensions:  
To confirm the pixel dimensions of an im-
age, just select ‘Image’, ‘Image size’ and the 

dimensions are shown (1). In this case 4896x3264px (my cam-
era’s sensor size).

Creating An Action For The Full Size 
Images
In the actions palette under the ‘PTE Projects’ set, create a ‘New 
Action’ and call it ‘Full Size Images’ (2).

• Apply an appro-
priate amount of 
‘Smart Sharpen-
ing’ to the image. 
These are the set-
tings I chose (3).

• ‘Save’ the image to 
the PTE ‘Skomer Is-
land’ project folder, in the ‘Full Size For Animation’ sub-folder.

• ‘Close’ the image. 
• ‘Stop’ the recording.

This action can now be played back on all sub-
sequent images brought into Photoshop for 
this PTE project.
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Creating A More Complex PTE Show (Video Tutorial 14)
Create a new project, given it an appropriate name and save it. 
My demonstration will be another 16:9 (1920x1080px) show.

I would normally go through the whole process of setting up the 
show: creating dedicated folders, PTE settings, importing the im-
ages and music - the same as previously covered. It’s just that for 
this type of show, far more imagination, creativity and work will 
be needed for each individual image and the show in general. 

I’ll now go straight into the ways we can animate our images.

When it comes to creating a more complex PTE show the main 
tools we’ll be using can be found through the ‘Objects and Anima-
tion’ tab. In fact you can navigate throughout the entire slide-
show and have access to ‘Project Options’ and ‘Customise Slide’ as 
well as all the specialist tools needed to animate your images; all 
from this one window. 

These are the main menu’s & tools available:

1. Information Bar (shows current slide number).
2. Tool Bar.

i. Add video clip.
ii. Mask.
iii. Add frame.
iv. Add button (actions can be assigned to the button).
v. Add text.
vi. Add rectangle.
vii. Add image (add single or multiple images onto the 

slide).

viii. Remove / Delete.
ix. Undo and Redo.
x. Copy, Cut & Paste.
xi. Show and hide the grid (useful for aligning multiple 

items).
xii. Scale of slide adjustment (changes viewing size of 

slide & contents).
xiii. Closes the objects and animations window.

3. Properties tab.
4. Common tab.
5. Animation tab.
6. Move to previous or next slide.
7. Object list.
8. Timeline.

i. Key Frame (Pink).
ii. Right clicking (options).

9. Project Options, (whole project options).
10. Customise Slide, (slide specific options).
11. Preview (runs through the whole show).
12. Preview this slide onwards.
13. Tools (some useful creative tools).
14. Play - playback slide controls.
15. Working area (pasteboard).
16. The actual slide (note the shape in this case 16:9).
17. The photograph (image), Note the adjustment handles.
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Zooming Into An Image
For this image I wish to zoom into the queue of people waiting 
to get onto the boat.

I started by zooming the slide area (the black area, currently hid-
den by my photograph), to such an extent that there’s plenty of 
surrounding space in which I can work (the paste board area). In 
this case the magnification is set at 25% (1).

The blue timeline position indicator (2) shows: 00:00.000 (0 min-
utes, 0 seconds and 000 milliseconds. This indicates the start of 
the slide, which is where I want the effect to 
start. You can move this indicator anywhere 
along the timeline by clicking or dragging. This 
sets the position where your next operation 
will be placed.

In this example I’ve enlarge the photograph 
sufficiently to cover the black slide area. You’ll 
note that there are transparent areas to the top 
and bottom of the image. This indicates areas 
of the image that will not be shown on the PTE 
slide (the area has been virtually cropped).

I next ‘Right Clicked’ on the timeline at the posi-
tion indicated (3). This brought up the option 
to ‘Add A Key Frame here’.  I then enlarged the 
image by dragging on any of the surrounding 
handles. The image can be moved and repo-
sitioned by clicking and dragging anywhere in 
the window. 

Now, when we play the slide the picture will change its size 
(zoom) between the two Key Frames on the timeline. 

You can use this technique to zoom, pan and rotate your images. 
Numerous Key Frames can be added to the timeline as required.

Animating Images In PTE (Video Tutorial 14)
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In this example I’ll be adding a title to the slide, however, the 
illustrated principles would apply to anything else you wish to 
add: videos, masks, rectangles, text, other images, etc.

Parent/Child Relationships: It’s important that you under-
stand the way PTE’s objects (photos, text, videos, etc) are man-
aged through Parent/Child relationships. Otherwise you can 
get into an awful mess when trying to animate multiple objects 
on the same slide. In the object list (4) there is currently listed 
one object. In this case the boat photo. And you can see that 
this object is highlighted. Now, if I was to add text or another 
image, etc, then because the boat image is selected, the new 
object would be imported as a ‘child’ of the boat image. This 
means that whatever happens the boat image would happen to 
the child object also. This can be very useful times and at others, 
it’s not what we want.

If we wish to create a new object, in our case a title, to behave in 
a totally independent way, then we need to it ensure that none 
of the objects in the ‘Object List’ are selected. When these condi-
tions are satisfied, a new object will be listed in the object list as 
a separate item. This can then be animated in the same way as 
we animated the boat image. 

Ensure the relevant item is selected in the Objects List (4), then 
using the timeline and Key Frames, we can construct the anima-
tion effects required. For this example I’ll be create a scrolling 
title.

Customising The Slide: For this title slide, I wish to make the 
image run for 10 seconds, rather than the default of 5 seconds. 
Select the ‘Customised Slide’ button and change the slide dura-
tion to ‘10 Seconds’.

Creating A Scrolling Title: In the image window select an 
area with no objects (5). This will deselect all the objects in the 
object list.

Select the ‘Text Tool’ (6). 

Type in your title text (7). You can change the font, font style, 
colour, etc. Change the size of the font by dragging the text box 
in the image window.

Select the first Key Frame timing box (8) . It will highlight in blue.  
You can then reposition the text anywhere in the main window. 
For my example, I positioned the title below the slide window (in 
the transparent, dimmed area).

I then right clicked on the timeline, adding a Key Frame, where I 
wanted  the strolling affect to finish (9). I then moved the text to 
above the main slide window (10).

Now by pressing the play button (11) the title text can be seen to 
move from below the image, up and out of the frame at the top. 
At the same time, the picture will also be zooming using its own 
timeline and Key Frames.

Multiple objects can be made to independently move, rotate or 
zoom within the same slide.

All these effects are totally editable. All you need to do is ensure 
you have the right item selected in the ‘Objects List’ before you 
start editing the timeline and applying Key Frames for that ob-
ject.

Adding An Animated Title In PTE (Video Tutorial 15)
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Creating The Final PTE ‘EXE’ Show (Video Tutorial 16)
Having carried out all of this work to prepare our PTE show, 
make sure you finally save your project. In fact you should have 
been saving it on a regular basis, all the way through.

It’s now time to produce the ‘exe’ file. An ‘exe’ file can be played 
back on any computer without any specialised software in-
stalled.

With your PTE show open, select ‘Publish’ (1).

The menu (2) will appear. Select the ‘Executable File for PC (EXE)’ 
option - or for the Mac, if that is your preference.

Navigate to the drive and folder where you wish to store the 
executable file (3). In my case this is: ‘D drive’, ‘00 Pictures ToExe 
Shows’, ‘Skomer Island’ (4).

Give your file a meaningful name, and select ‘Save’ (5).

This ‘exe’ file can now be copied to a memory stick and played 
back on another computer just by double clicking the filename.
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